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iPad mini For Dummies
Now a Major Motion Picture starring Emma Watson
and Tom Hanks. A bestselling dystopian novel that
tackles surveillance, privacy and the frightening
intrusions of technology in our lives. When Mae
Holland is hired to work for the Circle, the world’s
most powerful internet company, she feels she’s been
given the opportunity of a lifetime. The Circle, run out
of a sprawling California campus, links users’ personal
emails, social media, banking, and purchasing with
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their universal operating system, resulting in one
online identity and a new age of civility and
transparency. As Mae tours the open-plan office
spaces, the towering glass dining facilities, the cozy
dorms for those who spend nights at work, she is
thrilled with the company’s modernity and activity.
There are parties that last through the night, there
are famous musicians playing on the lawn, there are
athletic activities and clubs and brunches, and even
an aquarium of rare fish retrieved from the Marianas
Trench by the CEO. Mae can’t believe her luck, her
great fortune to work for the most influential company
in the world—even as life beyond the campus grows
distant, even as a strange encounter with a colleague
leaves her shaken, even as her role at the Circle
becomes increasingly public. What begins as the
captivating story of one woman’s ambition and
idealism soon becomes a heart-racing novel of
suspense, raising questions about memory, history,
privacy, democracy, and the limits of human
knowledge.

The Valedictorian of Being Dead
iPhone: The Missing Manual
A university campus is a place with special resonance:
conjuring images of cloistered quadrangles and woodpanelled libraries, often echoing centuries of scholarly
tradition. And yet it is also a place of cutting-edge
science, interactive learning, youth, vibrancy, and
energy. It is this dual nature which makes the
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physical environment of a university so dynamic as
well as a highly challenging landscape to design and
manage successfully. Today, the scale of the
pressures and the rate of change facing higher
education institutions are greater than ever.
Squeezed public spending, rising tuition fees and the
growing education ambitions of developing nations
are set against a backdrop of rapid technological
progress and changing pedagogies. What are the
repercussions for the physical realities of university
planning and architecture? And how are university
campuses adapting to contend with these pressures?
University Trends introduces the most significant,
widespread and thought-provoking trends in campus
design today. Part 1 identifies current trends such as
starchitecture, large-scale campus extensions,
adaptive re-use, and international branch campuses.
Part 2 profiles each trend via highly-illustrated, global
case studies of well-publicised as well as lesser-known
projects. The essential guide to current and future
trends in campus design.

iPod and iTunes For Dummies
The environment of a university – what we term a
campus – is a place with special resonance. They
have long been the setting for some of history’s most
exciting experiments in the design of the built
environment. Christopher Wren at Cambridge, Le
Corbusier at Harvard, and Norman Foster at the Free
University Berlin: the calibre of practitioners who have
shaped the physical realm of academia is superlative.
Pioneering architecture and innovative planning make
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for vivid assertions of academic excellence, while the
physical estate of a university can shape the learning
experiences and lasting outlook of its community of
students, faculty and staff. However, the mounting list
of pressures – economic, social, pedagogical,
technological – currently facing higher education
institutions is rendering it increasingly challenging to
perpetuate the rich legacy of campus design. In this
strained context, it is more important than ever that
effective use is made of these environments and that
future development is guided in a manner that will
answer to posterity. This book is the definitive
compendium of the prestigious sphere of campus
design, envisaged as a tool to help institutional
leaders and designers to engage their campus’s full
potential by revealing the narratives of the world’s
most successful, time-honoured and memorable
university estates. It charts the worldwide evolution of
university design from the Middle Ages to the present
day, uncovering the key episodes and themes that
have conditioned the field, and through a series of
case studies profiles universally-acclaimed campuses
that, through their planning, architecture and
landscaping, have made original, influential and
striking contributions to the field. By understanding
this history, present and future generations can distil
important lessons for the future. The second edition
includes revised text, many new images, and new
case studies of the Central University of Venezuela
and Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad.

Twenty Fathoms Down
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Describes the psyche of Macintosh fans and the
subculture they have created.

Howling at the Moon
Presents the different ways grandfathers show their
grandchildren love, from putting extra marshmallows
in hot chocolate to sending cards and telling stories.

The Curve Ahead
"Get specific advice from the exact people you want
to work for; learn what creative directors are looking
for in your portfolio; avoid the common traps that
most portfolios fall into"--Page [4] of cover.

The Cambridge Handbook of Computing
Education Research
iPad Kickstart
What happens when you’ve built a great website or
app, but no one seems to care? How do you get
people to stick around long enough to see how your
service might be of value? In Seductive Interaction
Design, speaker and author Stephen P. Anderson
takes a fresh approach to designing sites and
interactions based on the stages of seduction. This
beautifully designed book examines what motivates
people to act. Topics include: AESTHETICS, BEAUTY,
AND BEHAVIOR: Why do striking visuals grab our
attention? And how do emotions affect judgment and
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behavior? PLAYFUL SEDUCTION: How do you create
playful engagements during the moment? Why are
serendipity, arousal, rewards, and other delights
critical to a good experience? THE SUBTLE ART OF
SEDUCTION: How do you put people at ease through
clear and suggestive language? What are some subtle
ways to influence behavior and get people to move
from intent to action? THE GAME OF SEDUCTION: How
do you continue motivating people long after the first
encounter? Are there lessons to be gained from
learning theories or game design? Principles from
psychology are found throughout the book, along with
dozens of examples showing how these techniques
have been applied with great success. In addition,
each section includes interviews with influential web
and interaction designers.

Financial Executive
Your full-color iPad go-to guide Covers the 3rd
generation iPad! Get started enjoying your iPad’s
innovative tools and features quickly and easily with
iPad Kickstart. Loaded with crisp, full-color
screenshots, this practical, visual guide focuses on
the best ways to maximize your iPad’s capabilities.
Stay organized and connected at home and in the
office, get news and entertainment, and explore your
creative streak. Tips and Now You Know sidebars offer
solutions to potential pitfalls and veteran insight helps
you get even more out of this extraordinary device.
You’ll also find details on the coolest, most useful
apps available. Set up and customize your iPad
Master the functions, gestures, and controls on your
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new device Migrate apps, settings, and content from
your older iPad Connect to the Internet, use email,
browse the Web, and keep up with social networks
Use iCloud and iTunes to sync and back up your iPad
Organize your life with Calendar, Contacts, and
Reminders Explore, install, and organize apps that
maximize the functionality of your iPad Download
movies, videos, music, ebooks, and games to your
iPad Create your own digital movies, shoot photos,
and record music Use your iPad as a WiFi hotspot and
link to devices and accessories Maintain and
troubleshoot your iPad

University Trends
Based on in-depth interviews with more than 200
leading entrepreneurs, a lecturer at the Stanford
Graduate School of Business identifies the six
essential disciplines needed to transform your ideas
into real-world successes. Each of us has the capacity
to spot opportunities, invent products, and build
businesses—even $100 million businesses. How do
some people turn ideas into enterprises that endure?
Why do some people succeed when so many others
fail? The Creator’s Code unlocks the six essential skills
that turn small notions into big companies. This
landmark book is based on 200 interviews with
today’s leading entrepreneurs including the founders
of LinkedIn, Chipotle, eBay, Under Armour, Tesla
Motors, SpaceX, Spanx, Airbnb, PayPal, Jetblue, Gilt
Groupe, Theranos, and Dropbox. Over the course of
five years, Amy Wilkinson conducted rigorous
interviews and analyzed research across many
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different fields. From the creators of the companies
ranging from Yelp to Chobani to Zipcar, she found
that entrepreneurial success works in much the same
way. Creators are not born with an innate ability to
conceive and build $100 million enterprises. They
work at it. They all share fundamental skills that can
be learned, practiced, and passed on. The Creator’s
Code reveals six skills that make creators of all kinds
of endeavors breakthrough. These skills aren’t rare
gifts or slim chance talents. Entrepreneurship,
Wilkinson demonstrates, is accessible to everyone.

The Circle
Daring and defiant there’s no stopping diver Hawk
Ridley as he takes the plunge into a briny world of
untold riches and danger. The Caribbean is a fortune
hunter’s dream, salted with the gold of galleons long
ago claimed by the deep. Now Hawk’s headed for the
Windward Passage of Haiti to stake his claim. But a
rival team has also picked up the scent, and they’re
willing to turn the sea red with blood to get to the
gold first. Fighting off ruthless competitors is nothing
new to Hawk but fighting off a beautiful woman is a
different story. Is she an innocent stowaway or a
seductive saboteur? Between the cool millions lying
on the bottom of the ocean, and the boiling-hot race
to grab it, Hawk’s about to find the answer and make
a discovery Twenty Fathoms Down that will blow you
out of the water. “Primo Pulp Fiction.” —Booklist

How to Do Everything Kindle Fire
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Chronicles five epochal years of music in the Big
Apple against a backdrop of the period's high crime,
limited government resources and low rents, tracing
the formations of key sounds while evaluating the
contributions of such artists as Willie Colón, Bruce
Springsteen and Grandmaster Flash.

The Cult of Mac
With the iOS5 software and the new iPhone 4S device,
Apple has another world-class hit on its hands. This
sleek, highly refined pocket computer comes with
everything—cellphone, iPod, Internet,
camcorder—except a printed manual. Fortunately,
David Pogue is back with the latest edition of his
witty, crystal-clear, colorful guide: the world's most
popular iPhone book. Use it as a phone. Learn the
basics as well as time-saving tricks and tips for
contact searching by voice, texting, and more.
Manage your stuff in the cloud. Sync and back up
your contacts and media across all of your devices
with iCloud. Get things done. Ask Siri to send
reminders, place calls, and more. Master notifications.
Use the Notification Center to find missed messages,
calendar invitations, friend requests, and more.
Connect with other iPhone owners. Send unlimited
iMessages to friends, family, and colleagues who are
also running iOS5. Treat it as an iPod. Master the ins
and outs of iTunes, and listen to music, upload and
view photos, and fill the iPhone with TV shows and
movies. Take the iPhone online. Make the most of
your online experience to browse the Web, read and
compose email, use social networks, or send photos
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and audio files. Go beyond the iPhone. Learn how to
use the App Store, and how to multitask between your
apps, organize them in folders, and read ebooks in
iBooks. Whether you have a brand-new iPhone or
want to update an earlier model with the iOS5
software, this beautiful full-color book is the best,
most objective resource available.

Wingfield College and Its Patrons
The ultimate DIY project guide for techie dads raising
kids in their own geeky image, in the spirit of The
Dangerous Book for Boys Today's generation of dads
grew up more tech-savvy than ever. Rather than
joining the Little League team, many grew up playing
computer games, Dungeons and Dragons, and
watching Star Wars. Now with kids of their own, these
digital-age dads are looking for fresh ways to share
their love of science and technology, and help their
kids develop a passion for learning and discovery.
Enter supergeek, and father of two, Ken Denmead. An
engineer and editor of the incredibly popular
GeekDad blog on wired.com, Ken has created the
ultimate, idea-packed guide guaranteed to help dads
and kids alike enjoy the magic of playtime together
and tap into the infinite possibility of their
imagination. With illustrations throughout, this book
offers projects for all ages to suit any timeframe or
budget. With Denmead's expert guidance, you and
your child can: •Fly a night-time kite ablaze with
lights or launch a video camera with balloons
•Construct the "Best Slip n' Slide Ever," a guaranteed
thrill ride •Build a working lamp with LEGO bricks and
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CDs •Create a customized comic strip or your own
board game •Transform any room into a spaceship
•Make geeky crafts like cyborg jack-o'-lanterns or
Ethernet cuff links Brimming with endlessly fun and
futuristic tidbits on everything from gaming to
gadgets, GeekDad helps every tech-savvy father
unleash his inner kid-and bond with the next
generation of brainiacs. Watch a Video

Love Goes to Buildings on Fire
From New York Times bestselling author and blogger
Heather B. Armstrong comes an honest and irreverent
memoir—reminiscent of the New York Times
bestseller Brain on Fire—about her experience as the
third person ever to participate in an experimental
treatment for depression involving ten rounds of a
chemically induced coma approximating brain death.
For years, Heather B. Armstrong has alluded to her
struggle with depression on her website, dooce. It’s
scattered throughout her archive, where it weaves its
way through posts about pop culture, music, and
motherhood. In 2016, Heather found herself in the
depths of a depression she just couldn’t shake, an
episode darker and longer than anything she had
previously experienced. She had never felt so
discouraged by the thought of waking up in the
morning, and it threatened to destroy her life. For the
sake of herself and her family, Heather decided to risk
it all by participating in an experimental clinical trial.
Now, for the first time, Heather recalls the torturous
eighteen months of suicidal depression she endured
and the month-long experimental study in which
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doctors used propofol anesthesia to quiet all brain
activity for a full fifteen minutes before bringing her
back from a flatline. Ten times. The experience wasn’t
easy. Not for Heather or her family. But a switch was
flipped, and Heather hasn’t experienced a single
moment of suicidal depression since. “Breathtakingly
honest” (Lisa Genova, New York Times bestselling
author), self-deprecating, and scientifically
fascinating, The Valedictorian of Being Dead brings to
light a groundbreaking new treatment for depression.
The Valedictorian of Being Dead was previously
published with the subtitle “The True Story of Dying
Ten Times to Live.”

The Grandpa Book
Kid in the Crib
Geared toward advanced undergraduates and
graduate students, this text develops the concepts of
electrical acceleration of gases for propulsion, from
primary physical principles to realistic space thruster
designs. 1968 edition.

Seductive Interaction Design
On the heels of the graffiti renaissance comes a
vibrant look at an old-school icon that figured
prominently in the hip-hop, rock & roll, and punk
movements of the 1970s and 80s. The Boombox
Project features contemporary fine art portraits of an
array of vintage boomboxes, as well as scores of
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documentary photographs of the people who brought
the boombox movement to life back in the day. The
book is more than just a collection of images, though;
it’s also an oral history of the early days of hip-hop,
featuring memories from Fab 5 Freddy, Bob Gruen,
Rosie Perez, Kool Moe Dee, LL Cool J, Lisa Lisa, DJ
Spooky, and Adam Yauch of the Beastie Boys, among
others, on the role this once ubiquitous machine
played. Part pop cultural history and part “gadget
porn,” this lively and highly stylish volume is one of
the cool books of the season. Praise for The Boombox
Project: "Photographer Lyle Owerko tells the whole
story with crisp still lifes and an oral history of an era
when graffiti and antigentrification ruled." --Playboy,
October 2010

Breaking In(r)
The founders of a respected Silicon Valley advisory
firm study legendary category-creating companies
and reveal a groundbreaking discipline called
category design. Winning today isn’t about beating
the competition at the old game. It’s about inventing
a whole new game—defining a new market category,
developing it, and dominating it over time. You can’t
build a legendary company without building a
legendary category. If you think that having the best
product is all it takes to win, you’re going to lose. In
this farsighted, pioneering guide, the founders of
Silicon Valley advisory firm Play Bigger rely on data
analysis and interviews to understand the inner
workings of “category kings”— companies such as
Amazon, Salesforce, Uber, and IKEA—that give us new
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ways of living, thinking or doing business, often
solving problems we didn’t know we had. In Play
Bigger, the authors assemble their findings to
introduce the new discipline of category design. By
applying category design, companies can create new
demand where none existed, conditioning customers’
brains so they change their expectations and buying
habits. While this discipline defines the tech industry,
it applies to every kind of industry and even to
personal careers. Crossing the Chasm revolutionized
how we think about new products in an existing
market. The Innovator’s Dilemma taught us about
disrupting an aging market. Now, Play Bigger is
transforming business once again, showing us how to
create the market itself.

Bluetooth Speaker
(Guitar Educational). Master guitarist Duke Robillard
gives you 30 ways to improve and expand your blues
soloing and comping in this easy-to-use book with
audio. Designed for aspiring and experienced blues
players alike, these lessons present unique concepts,
merging elements of jazz with blues to take your
playing to new heights.

Startup Cities
Describes the features and functions of the MacBook
Air, including its operating system--Mac OS X
Mountain Lion--and such applications as iCloud, iLife,
iTunes, Safari, and FaceTime.
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Physics of Electric Propulsion
The 100 Greatest Metal Guitarists is a controversial
and much-needed guide to the world of metal guitar,
featuring the most accomplished performers from the
vast legions of metal. As well as celebrating the
classic metal musicians who have defined the scene
since the 1970s, author Joel McIver delves deep into
the modern thrash metal, death metal, black metal,
doom metal, power metal and battle metal
movements to unearth those players for whom no
tremolo divebomb is too high and no tuning is too
low.This book is no mere list for geeks, though.
McIver's objective in writing this book is to recognise
the incredible skills that these players possess.
Moreover, although they're all masters of sweep
picking, fretboard tapping and the other tricks of the
modern shredder, these players are far from simple
speed freaks: The 100 Greatest makes a point of
featuring players whose feel and instinct for the
values of metal outweigh mere technical mastery. If
you've ever wielded a tennis rack in anger in front of
a bedroom mirror, or even if you're a metal musician
yourself, you need this book: the world of the
overdriven guitar will never look the same again.

The Hardware Startup
Thanks to the decreasing cost of prototyping, it's
more feasible for professional makers and first-time
entrepreneurs to launch a hardware startup. But
exactly how do you go about it? This book provides
the roadmap and best practices you need for turning
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a product idea into a full-fledged business. Written by
three experts from the field, The Hardware Startup
takes you from idea validation to launch, complete
with practical strategies for funding, market research,
branding, prototyping, manufacturing, and
distribution. Two dozen case studies of real-world
startups illustrate possible successes and failures at
every stage of the process. Validate your idea by
learning the needs of potential users Develop
branding, marketing, and sales strategies early on
Form relationships with the right investment partners
Prototype early and often to ensure you're on the
right path Understand processes and pitfalls of
manufacturing at scale Jumpstart your business with
the help of an accelerator Learn strategies for pricing,
marketing, and distribution Be aware of the legal
issues your new company may face

Stretchin' the Blues
This book offers a comprehensive model for
explaining the success and failure of cities in
nurturing startups, presents detailed case studies of
how participants in that model help or hinder startup
activity, and shows how to apply these lessons to
boost local startup activity. Startup Cities explains the
factors that determine local startup success based on
a detailed comparison of regional startup
cities—pairing the most successful and less successful
cities within regions along with insights and
implications from case studies of each of the model’s
elements. The book compares local city pairs,
highlighting factors that distinguish successful from
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less successful cities and presents implications for
stakeholders that arise from these principles. Peter
Cohan is a lecturer of Strategy at Babson College and
one of the world’s leading authorities on regional
startup ecosystems. Starting in 2012, he created and
led Startup Strategy courses that explore four
regional startup ecosystems—Hong Kong/Singapore,
Israel, Paris, and Spain/Portugal. These courses are
based on an original framework for evaluating why a
few cities host most startup creation and the rest fail
to do so. In running these courses, Peter has built a
network of local policymakers, investors,
entrepreneurs, and professors from which he draws
practical insights for what distinguishes successful
Startup Commons from their peers. The book provides
vital benefits to these stakeholders. What You’ll Learn
Local policymakers will know how to build a local
team to set objectives for their local Startup
Commons and develop a comprehensive strategy to
realize those goals Entrepreneurs will know how to
choose where to locate their startups based on
factors such as the supply and quality of talent—from
chief marketing and technology officers to coders and
sales people; quality of life, access to capital,
customers, and mentors; and costs such as salary and
real estate expense University administrators and
faculty will know how to take research out of their
labs and house it in companies that can
commercialize that research, create academic
programs that will encourage more entrepreneurship
among their students, and connect with local
policymakers and capital providers to spur local
startup activity Capital providers will know how to
scout out emerging startup cities where they can get
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access to the best investment opportunities at more
favorable valuations and have greater influence on
how the local startup scene evolves Who This Book Is
For All key startup stakeholders, including local
policymakers (mayors, directors of economic
development, treasurers, controllers, presidents of
regional chamber of commerce), entrepreneurs
(CEOs, chief marketing officers, chief financial
officers, chief HR officers, chief technology officers),
universities (presidents; deans of faculty; provosts;
professors of finance, management, and
entrepreneurship; directors of international
education), and capital providers (venture capital
partners and associates, angel investors, bank loan
officers, managers of accelerator operations)

iPad mini For Dummies
The 650th anniversary of the foundation of Wingfield
College was the occasion for a special two-day
symposium marking the culmination of a three-year
UEA-funded research project into the college and
castle. The building projects of the late medieval
aristocracy focused on their homes and the
monasteries, churches or chantry foundations under
their patronage where their family were buried and
commemorated. This commemoration allowed a
visual celebration of their achievements, status and
lineage, the scale and prestige of which reflected on
the fortunes of the family as a whole. Wingfield is
explored in the context of both the actual building of
the castle, chantry chapel and the college, and that of
the symbolic function of these as a demonstration ion
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of aristocratic status. The contributions to this book
examine many topics which have hitherto been
neglected, such as the archaeology of the castle,
which had never been excavated, the complex history
of the college's architecture, and the detailed study of
the monuments in the church. The latest techniques
are used to reconstruct the college and castle, with a
DVD to demonstrate these. And the context of the
family and its fortunes are explored in chapters on the
place of the de la Poles in fifteenth century history, as
soldiers, administrators and potential claimants to the
throne.

Geek Dad
Show biz memoir at its name-dropping, bridgeburning, profane best: the music industry’s most
outspoken, outrageous, and phenomenally successful
executive delivers a rollicking memoir of pop music’s
heyday. During the 1970s and '80s the music
business was dominated by a few major labels and
artists such as Michael Jackson, Bruce Springsteen,
the Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, Billy Joel, Paul Simon,
Barbra Streisand and James Taylor. They were all
under contract to CBS Records, making it the most
successful label of the era. And, as the company’s
president, Walter Yetnikoff was the ruling monarch.
He was also the most flamboyant, volatile and
controversial personality to emerge from an industry
and era defined by sex, drugs and debauchery.
Having risen from working-class Brooklyn and the
legal department of CBS, Yetnikoff, who freely
admitted to being tone deaf, was an unlikely label
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head. But he had an uncanny knack for fostering
talent and intimidating rivals with his appalling
behavior—usually fueled by an explosive combination
of cocaine and alcohol. His tantrums, appetite for
mind-altering substances and sexual exploits were
legendary. In Japan to meet the Sony executives who
acquired CBS during his tenure, Walter was assigned
a minder who confined him to a hotel room. True to
form, Walter raided the minibar, got blasted and,
seeing no other means of escape, opened a hotel
window and vented his rage by literally howling at the
moon. In Howling at the Moon, Yetnikoff traces his
journey as he climbed the corporate mountain,
danced on its summit and crashed and burned. We
see how Walter became the father-confessor to
Michael Jackson as the King of Pop reconstructed his
face and agonized over his image while constructing
Thriller (and how, after it won seven Grammies,
Jackson made the preposterous demand that Walter
take producer Quincy Jones’s name off the album); we
see Walter, in maniacal pursuit of a contract, chase
the Rolling Stones around the world and nearly come
to blows with Mick Jagger in the process; we get the
tale of how Walter and Marvin Gaye—fresh from the
success of “Sexual Healing”—share the same woman,
and of how Walter bonds with Bob Dylan because of
their mutual Jewishness. At the same time we witness
Yetnikoff’s clashes with Barry Diller, David Geffen,
Tommy Mottola, Allen Grubman and a host of others.
Seemingly, the more Yetnikoff feeds his cravings for
power, sex, liquor and cocaine, the more profitable
CBS becomes—from $485 million to well over $2
billion—until he finally succumbs, ironically, not to
substances, but to a corporate coup. Reflecting on the
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sinister cycle that left his career in tatters and CBS
flush with cash, Yetnikoff emerges with a hunger for
redemption and a new reverence for his working-class
Brooklyn roots. Ruthlessly candid, uproariously
hilarious and compulsively readable, Howling at the
Moon is a blistering You’ll Never Eat Lunch in this
Town Again of the music industry.

M: Business
This concise book offers 'four steps to control an IT
environment' that can be mapped 'to any maturity
model'. From the table of contents: ITIL processes
common to the High Performers; Creat a change
request tracking system; The Spectrum of Change;
Helpful tips when preparing for an audit; Generate the
DSL approval process; Metrics and how to use them.

Nonobject
iPod: The Missing Manual
A children’s book for adults in the vein of the megabestselling Go the F**k to Sleep, The Kid in the Crib
brilliantly reimagines the Dr. Seuss classic, The Cat in
the Hat, for beleaguered parents struggling with the
anxieties and challenges of parenting in the 21st
century. It substitutes the typical worries, frustrations,
and challenges of modern parenting for Seuss's
original story about a kindly feline and the children he
befriends. It lays out the daily power struggle
between parents as they each insist that it's the other
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one's turn to deal with the befouled diaper, and the
bleary-headedness that coincides with an infant's
sleeping patterns. Parents will chuckle as they read
"The kid spat up white/The kid spat up green/The kid
spat up more spit up/Than we'd ever seen." This pitchperfect parody—expertly illustrated by graphic
designer Felix Schlater—paints an honest portrait of
parenting that will have moms and dads nodding in
recognition and howling with laughter. And it is a
story that parents will delight in reading, both to each
other--and even to their kids someday.

The Creator's Code
By examining the stories of companies like LoJack,
MySpace and Groupon, an expert in Strategic
Management describes how organizations can sustain
high-growth through a repeatable process for
innovation without succumbing to the growth hump.
30,000 first printing.

The 100 Greatest Metal Guitarists
How to Do Everything MacBook Air
The Visible Ops Handbook
Nearly 200 color images present the brilliant weaving
tradition of the remote and isolated Himalayan
kingdom of Bhutan. The brief introductory text,
written by noted collector Barbara Adams, explains
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the function and designs of each of the major woven
items, making the book of great value to anyone
interested in textiles or Himalayan cultures.

Play Bigger
The “objective” world is one of facts, data, and
actuality. The world of the “nonobject” is about
perception, experience and possibility. In this highly
original and visually extravagant book, Lukic imagines
what would happen if design started not from the
object but from the space between people and the
objects they use. The “nonobject” is the designer's
personal experiment to explore our relation to the
observable world.

The Boombox Project
This Handbook describes the extent and shape of
computing education research today. Over fifty
leading researchers from academia and industry
(including Google and Microsoft) have contributed
chapters that together define and expand the
evidence base. The foundational chapters set the field
in context, articulate expertise from key disciplines,
and form a practical guide for new researchers. They
address what can be learned empirically,
methodologically and theoretically from each area.
The topic chapters explore issues that are of current
interest, why they matter, and what is already known.
They include discussion of motivational context,
implications for practice, and open questions which
might suggest future research. The authors provide
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an authoritative introduction to the field and is
essential reading for policy makers, as well as both
new and established researchers.

Traditional Bhutanese Textiles
Find out why the iPad mini has never been bigger This
new edition of iPad mini For Dummies covers all
thelatest tips and tricks for getting an even bigger
bang out of youriPad mini. Presented in full-color and
written in thestraightforward but fun language that
has defined the For Dummiesbrand for more than
twenty years, this friendly guide walks youthrough the
multitouch interface, going online, getting
connected,packing your iPad mini with apps, games, ebooks, photos, music,and movies, synchronizing your
data, texting with iMessage, workingwith Siri,
importing pictures and launching slideshows,
gettingorganized with Reminders, finding your way
with Maps, working withthe Calendar, protecting your
information, accessorizing your iPadmini, and much
more. Updated and revised throughout to cover
Apple's newest iPad minihardware and iOS software,
iPad mini For Dummies is theideal companion to help
you make the most out of your device. Plus,if you run
into any problems along the way, you'll findeasy-tofollow, expert troubleshooting and maintenance tips.
Richly illustrated in full color and updated to reflect
thelatest iPad mini hardware and iOS software Shows
you how to turn your iPad mini into an
entertainmenthub Covers the key features and tools
readers need to become iPadmini mavericks Written
by Edward C. Baig, the Personal Tech columnist
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forUSA Today, and Bob LeVitus, often referred to as
"Dr.Mac" Your iPad mini may be small, but it packs a
big punch. In thisfull-color guide, you'll unlock all of its
incrediblecapabilities—and have a blast while you're
at it!

Frostgrave: The Frostgrave Folio
The Frostgrave Folio is the complete collection of all
previously released Frostgrave mini-ebook
supplements in one printed volume. This includes
Hunt for the Golem, a three-scenario campaign in
which the warbands hunt down a rogue golem,
Sellsword, which introduces rules for experiencegaining captains to help lead warbands, Dark
Alchemy, which expands the rules for potions and
potion brewing, and Arcane Locations which gives
additional options for bases and base upgrades. The
book also includes a completely new minisupplement, The Ravages of Time. Collecting nearly
two years' worth of Frostgrave material, this collection
is a necessary addition to any wizard's library.

University Planning and Architecture
Apple’s iPods continue to set the bar for media
players, with bold new features like the Touch’s
supersized screen and Siri voice control. But iPods still
lack a guide to all their features. That’s where this fullcolor book comes in. It shows you how to play music,
movies, and slideshows; shoot photos and videos; and
navigate Apple's redesigned iTunes mediamanagement program. The important stuff you need
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to know: Fill it up. Load your iPod with music, photos,
movies, TV shows, games, ebooks, and podcasts.
Manage your stuff. Download media and apps from
the iTunes and App Stores, then organize your
collection. Tackle the Touch. Send email and instant
messages, make FaceTime calls, and shoot photos
and HD video with the Touch's 5-megapixel camera.
Go wireless. Use the Touch’s new iOS 6 software to
sync content wirelessly. Relish the Nano. Enjoy video
and photos on the Nano’s new big screen, and chart
your workouts with the Nike+ pedometer. Master the
Shuffle and Classic. Get mucho music on the little
Shuffle, and use the Classic’s giant hard drive to tote
around your audio and video collections. Pump it up.
Blast iPod tunes through your home and car stereo.

Bloomberg Businessweek
Presents information on setting up and using the
Kindle Fire, covering such topics as navigating Kindle
books, connecting to the Internet, listening to music,
managing Facebook and Twitter accounts, and
downloading apps.
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